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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to investigate the

reading comprehension of anaphoric substitutions at the

second grade level. The main questions of this study

\^Jere: 1) What substitutions do second grade students

comprehend in their reading? 2) Does a relationship exist

between students' reading ability and their ability to

comprehend different categories of anaphoric substitutions?

3 ) What influence does the availability of passage for

referral have on the reading comprehension of anaphoric

substitutions?

The sample, representing a middle class suburban

population, was drawn from four grade two classes. It

consisted of forty-five randomly selected subjects, fif-

teen at each of the three reading abilit.y levels; below

average, average and above average-

The Test of Comprehensio n of Anaphoric Substitutions

was individually administered to all subjects in June

of 1984. This test consisted of nine reading passag'es

and nine questions which tested nominal, verbal and clausal

anaphoric substitutions. Various passages of the test

were made available or unavailable to the subjects during

the questioning portion of the test. In addition, the

subjects were interviewed upon completion of the test.

Once the data was collected, two-way analyses of

variance \^¡ere applied and the results \^lere analyzed. On

the basis of the findings of the statistical analyses'

ii
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Lar-

following main

Students near

to comprehend

conclusions were drawn:

the end of grad.e two appear unable

anaphoric substitutions in their read-

ang.

various categories of substitutions are more diffi-

cult to comPrehend than others"

students of above average reading ability have better

comprehension of anaphoric substitutions than do

thoseofaveragereadingabilityandstudentsof

averagie reading ability have better comprehension

than do students reading below grade level'

student's performance is better when the passages

are available for referral. This is especially true

for students reading above grade level. Above aver-

age students seem to be aware of comprehension defi-

ciencies and therefore are more likely to refer back

to the text for assistancei average and below average

readers are less inclined. to look back or may not

have appropriate sirat.egies to retrive i-nfor¡nation

from a readily available reading passage'
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CHAPTER 1

NATT]RE OF TEE STUDY

In the process of educating children, one of the

main concerns is developing the ability to read. A child

who has. reading difficulties is at a great disadvantage

in the ed.ucational school system, therefore researchers

and educators continue to investigate causes of reading

problems. From such investigations, anaphora has been

identified as one possible source of children's reading

comprehension difficulties (Durkin, lgBf )'

Anaphora is a linguistic structure that refers to

previously mentioned or implied text. The most familiar

kind of anaphora is the pronoun and its antecedent.

examPle: MarY drank all the milk'
the was thirstY.

This pronoun-antecedent relationship, referred to as refer-

ence anaphora, is probably the most widely recognized

type of anaphoric structure but it is definitely not the

only important type or the most pr-obiematic '

There are many forms of anaphora found. in children's

reading materíals. This study is based on Halliday and

IlasanIs (Lg76) categorization of anaphora: reference,

substitutions, el1ipses, conjunctions and lexical. This

investigation addresses itself to the anphoric subsitu-

tions which are comprised of nominal, verbal and clausal

substitutions. The following items have been identified

as anaphoric substitutions by Hattíday and Hasan:

I
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Nominal Substitutions: one' ones' same
Do you like the new chairs?
No I like the old ones.

Verbal Substitutions: do
Did you go to the concert?
No, but Sally did.

Clausal Substitutions: so, not
Todd is in the bicycle race.
So is his brother.

NATURE AND STGNIFTCANCE OF THE PROBLEM

Anaphoric structures are found in great frequency

in reading instructional materials. The authors of these

reading materials, in attempting to reduce reading compre-

hension problems, have attempted to control the level

of difficulty by such devices as readabitity formulae.

Unfortunately such measures of determining the reading

difficulty of a text are inadequate in that they utilize

vocabulary and only one type of syntactic control, sentence

lengthr âs a basis for measurement when studies have demon-

strated a definite relationship between syntactic struc-
r -^^r.: -- ^^**-^l^^-^.i ^ñ âhÀ {-l.r¡{- tha crznl-:r..l- i ôÏ,Uf gS dll(l I gctuIII9 \.;\Jlrlyr ç¡lç¡rÞrv¡r qr¡s

complexity of a sentence can contribute to the difficulty

of a text.

Herin lies one of the major reasons in considering

anaphora aS a potential source of reading comprehension

difficulties. short sentences using seemingly simple

vocabulary are deemed to have low readability. Yet many

of these short, seemingly simple sentences contain anaphoric

devices which add to the syntactic complexity and hence

the difficulty of the Passage.
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consider for example, the following reading passage.

It has a low readability of 2.0 but also contains a number

ofanaphoricdevicesídent'ifiedbyunderlining:

Sue and MarY went to the
a lady in the store- She was
and. cakes. She was talking to
looked angry.

store.
holding

Thev
cooki

saw
ôê
Hethe baker.

"These cookies are old.
I want some fresh ones, " said

Thev taste bad-
the IadY.

Although the above passage does not appear difficult'

the underlined anaphora requires the reader to infer or

substitute, demanding recalI of the original referent.

Further, there is some question as to whether young readers

are able to understand that "ones" (anaphoric substitu-

tion)referstoanounmentionedtwosentencesbackand

if readers are not able to comprehend this type of anaphora

then the comprehension is affected in spite of the Seem-

ingty low readabilitY score.

such anaphoric structures are found throughout the

-!i --.-r -^^¡.i-- ma{-arì =l tra'l- inql-rllc-
elemenf ary InstruL:-ÉIurrctr l. çaLrrr¡Y r'rq ue! ru¿ t J - -

tional programs give anaphora very litt1e attention. Durkin

questions whether this "reflects too tittle knowledge

about their (anaphora) pervasiveness in our language or

perhaps insufficient appreciation of their d.ifficulty. "

(Durkin'198I,p.35)Regardlessofthereason,anaphora

and its comprehensibility is in question and information

regarding what anaphoric structures children are able

to comprehend would make a significanL contribution to
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the teaching of reading-

In spite of anaphora's frequency in reading materials'

studies investigating children's reading comprehension

of texts containing anaphoric devices are very limited"

While some categories of anaphora have been investigated'

the majority of research in this area has focused on refer-

enceanaphora.Todate,therehasnotbeenanyresearch

dealing with elementary school children's ability to com-

prehend anaphoric substitutions '

In view of the current interest in anaphora' the

timited amount of research available, and the pervasive-

ness of anaphora in elementary instructional reading mater-

ials, further research in this area is warranted.

THE PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

A review of the literature indi-cated that further

research in anaphora is essential for a fuller understand-

ing of anaphora and its effect on reading comprehension'

The purpose of this study was to invesiig-ate second grrace

students' comprehension of anaphoric substítutions ' while

substitutions were examined by Dutka (L979) ' her study

dealtwithcollegestudentsandutilizedonlynominal

substitutions. This study addresses all three sub-groups

of substitutions (nominal, verbal, and clausal) at the

second grade level and concerns itself with the following

questions:

l. What substitutions do second grade students compre-
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hend in their reading?

2. Is there a relationship between their reading ability

and their ability to comprehend different types of

anaPhoric substitutions?

3. What influence does the availabitity of the passage

for referral have on the readíng comprehension of

substi-tutions?

These questions are considered under six nul1 hypotheses'

RESEARCH HYPOTHESES

Hvpothesis #I: There will be no effect for reading

ability on the overall results of the Test of Comprehen-

sion of Anaphoric Substitutions (rcAS).

Hypothesis #22 There wiII be no significant differ-

ence in the results of the three sub-tests of the TCAS'

Hvpothesis #3: There witl be no interaction between

the three TcAs sub-tests and the reading ability.

Hvpothesis #4: There will be no effect for the avail-

abilityofpassageontheoveraiiresuiisof'uheTCAS.

Hvpothesis #5: There will be no effect for reading

abilit.y on the modif ied results of the TCAS '

Hypothesis #6: There will be no interaction between

the availability of passage and the three reading ability

groups.

DEFTNITTON OF TERMS

I Anaphora: Anaphora is the repetition of words or
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phrases (oxford Dictionary). Halliday and Hasan

(19?6) confine it. to backward' reference only'

2. Anaphoric Substitution: A substitution is the replace-

ment of one item by another and may take the form

of a noun, verb or clause. The following is the

Iist of items that occur as subsitutes:

nominal: oner onesr same
verbal: do
clausal: so, not (ttalliday & Hasan, L976)

Readinq Abilitv: For this study, reading ability3

is dtjf ined by the sub jects' reading scores on the

Metropolitan Readínq Test, PrimarY Form H, L97L'

4. Average Reader: An average reader is defined as

a student whose reading score falls within five months

of his grade Placement-

5. Above Average Reader: An above average reader is

defined as a student whose reading score falls beyond

five months of his grade placement'

Below Average Reader: A bel-ow average reader is

a -i----r ^ ^!..r^*+,.'L-.aa ra=Äina qñôrê fe'lls belOW
C[()IIII€(ì dli ct ÞLL¿uçlrl- w¡¡vÞs !esgr¡¡:t

five months of his grade placement'

7. Comprehension of Anaphoric Substitutions: ComPrehen-

6

SION

their

of anaphoric sbustitutions is determined by

performance on the Test of ComP rehension of

Ana ric Substitutions (TCAS) which calls for the

of the anaPhoric sub-

response which is recorded
identification of the

stitution bY means of

verbatim.

referent
an oral



B. Availabilit vo f Passaqe:

7

The availabilitY of Passage

for referral arises when the subject is permitted

to refer back to the passage for assistance in answer-

ing a question in the TCAS. An unavailable passage

occurs when the reading material is hidden'from the

subject while answering the question'

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

I

2"

The findinEs

tion similar

can be g.eneralized onlY to that

to the subjects 'in the studY in

popula-

socio-

grade.

the

biased.

economic level and to students in the second

As the studY

investigator,

was under the direct control of

it may have been unconsciouslY

ASSUMPTTONS OF THE STUDY

1 A performance of 7/9 Q7.72) on the TCAS

to indicate. satisfactory comprehension of

tions

is assumed

substitu-

OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY

This study was d.esigned to investigate the reading

comprehension performance of anaphoric substitutions by

second. grade students -

The first chapter deliniates the nature of the problem.

A review of literature reporting related theory and research

is found in chapter 2. chapter 3 outlines the design

and procedure utilized to gather data for the study while
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Chapter 4 contains the anq$Ysis of that data' Chapter

5 consists of the summary, discussion, conclusions and

implications of the studY.



CEAPTER 2

A REVIEW OF RELATED TITERÀTURE

INTRODUCTION

Reading comprehension has been a popular topic for

educational research for many years. Studies and theories

abound in this area and the research encompasses a large

number of factors that are related to comprehension diffi-

culties.
Anaphora, a linguistic structure that refers to pre-

viously mentioned or implied text, has been identified

as one possible source of children's reading comprehen-

sion difficulty, however research on anaphora is sparse:

only recently, reading researchers have focused attention

on anaphora and its effect on comprehension-

Since anaphora has been so litt1e researched, despite

its frequent occurrence in elementary school- texts, the

review of the related literature will include some of

the contributions from a variety of discipiines- Know-

ledge from other areas helps to clarify the studies involv-

ing anaphora and reading comprehension and "by bringing

together research on anaphora from various disciplines'

a more sophisticated view of its comprehension process

may emerge to the benefit of reading researchers and theor-

eticians alike." (Vtebber, 1980, p.LA2) Thusr pertinent

literature from English linguistics, cognitive science,

artificial intelligence, child language development and

9
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reading r^IilI be reported as a basis to the understanding

of children's reading comprehension of anaphora-

ANAPHORA IN THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE SYSTEM

In 1970, Menzel pointed out that research in anaphora

will be delayed because "anaphora is partly syntactic

and partly semanticr so that grammarians feel that any

solution of the problem must await a systematization of

semantics, which today is far from being realized." (Menzel'

I970, p. 97)

Six years later, Halliday and Hasan reported on the

systematic qualities of anaphora in Cohesion in EncrIi sh

(I976). Their careful examination of the relationship

between anaphora and its antecedents and the role and

function of anaphora in the text, facilitated. the under-

standing of anaphora as a possible cause of comprehen-

si-on dif f iculties.

Halliday and Hasan (L976) defined anaphora

devices for iinking together parts of the text

as language

--L.: ^LWIII L.:ìI cll- ç

structurally unrelated. The relationship between anaphora

and its antecedents is termed "cohesive ties-"

Cohesion occurs when the interpretation of some
element in the discourse is dependent on that
of another. The one presupposes the other'
in the sense that it cannot be effectively de-
coded except by recourse to it. When this hap-
pens, a relation of cohesion is set uP, and
the two elements, the presupposing and the pre-
supposed, are thereby at least potentially inte-
grated into the text. (Halliday & Hasan, 1976,
p.4)
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In studying anaphora's role in the language system'

Halliday and Hasan found that anaphora signals meaning

continuity in the text: it systematically relates to

other parts of the text. The form of the anaphoric struc-

ture determines the range of possible referents, thus

facilitating the reader's choice of appropriate inferences.

Hallid.ay and Hasan categorized anaphora on the basis of

the nature of the relation and the form of the expression'

Five categories resulted: reference, substitution, ellipse'

conjunction, lexical-

Reference is a systematic relationship in meaning'

comprising of personals, demonstratives and comparatives.

These anaphoric structures refer back to an entity which

enters into the discollrse a second time'

Examples:

a) John moved to a new house.
He had it built last Year.

b) John's house is beautiful.
His wife must be delighted with it.

c) That new house
I didnrt know

is John's.
it was his.

In these examples,

ences to ttJohntt.

Substitution

rrherr and "him" signal identity of refer-

differs from reference in that it relates

"linguistic elements" rather than semantic'

Examples:

a) Do you want to ride
No, I donrt want to

bike?
it. (Reference)

this
ride

b) Do you want to ride this bike?
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No, I want to ride the big one-
( Substitution )

Ellipses

that they are

to something

Examples:

c) Have
Yes,

a) Do you like
No, I like

the new toYs?
the old ones.

are similar to substitution but differ in

"substitutions by zeto". Ellipses refer

that is understood but not stated-

( Substitution )

b) Three toys were on the floor-
A fourth fr was in the box. (El1iPse)

you been
I have.

playing with the toYs?
( EIlipse )

Coniunctions comprise a category of anaphoric expres-

sions that. carry greater meaning than the first three

categories. conjunctions represent "a different type

of semantic relation, one which is no longer any kind

of search instruction, but a specification of the way

in which what l-s to fotlow is systematically connected

to what has gione bef ore. " (nalliday & Hasan , L976, p.227 )

conjunctions are divided into four groups: ad.ditive,

adversative, causal and temporal. Each expresses logical

relations as illustrated below:

Example:

For the whole day he climbed up the steep mountain-
side, almost without stoPPing-

a) And in aI1 this time he met no one. (Additive)
b) Ë he was hardly aware of being tired. (edversative)
c) -S". ¡V night time the vaIley \^Ias far below him'

( Causal )

d) Then as dusk feII, he sat down to rest. (Temporal)
-ÎHarfi-aay & Hasan , L976, p- 238-239 ) -



Finally, lexical is broken into two subgroups of

reiteration and collocation. A reiLeration is often a

synonym or near synonym and is similar to reference for

a "lexical item refers back to another to which it is

related by having a common referent." (Halliday & Hasan,

L976, p. 278)

Example:

a) I turned to the ascent of the peak'
the ascent
thre ilmE-
the Effi- is Perfectly easy
the ãT-ns
rt. GfTiaaY and Hasan , L976, P.

I3

279).

Halliday and Hasan also refer to col-location which

occurs in the context of other related lexical items such

as days of the week and is not listed in the same manner

as the previous categories.

IL is important to note that Halliday and Hasan's

categorization is not a heirarchyr for the difficulty

of a particular anaphoric structure depends not only on

the anaphora itself but aiso on the surrountfing- coi-r'uext

and the reader's knowledge. The "cohesive structure"

of the text however can be analyzed using a method devel-

oped by Halliday and Hasan which was demonstrated by Gutwinski

(f976). Referring to anaphora as a guid'e to text compre-

hension, Gutwinski's research supported Halliday and Hasan's

method of analysis and revealed that there are definite

patterns in anaphora. Most importantly, his work provided

evidence of the relationship between anaphora and discourse
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structure.
Based on Halliday and Hasan's analysis and Gutwinski's

patterns, there is evidence of a strong relationship be-

tween cohesive structures or anaphora and text coherence.

"Cohesive elements (anaphora) are the features of the

Ianquage which enable the speaker or \^triter to express

in the surface structure of a text, the logical relations

at the level of deep structure. " (¡lurphy , I97 9 , p.6 0 ) '

ANAPHORA AND COGNITIVE PROCESSES

since anaphora appears to be an immensely complicated

phenomenon involving syntactic and non syntactic factors'

an attempt to understand the process of text comprehen-

sion and the influence of the context in which the anaphoric

expression is embedded is examined-

schema theory has been reported as one possible frame-

work for understanding how syntactic and non-syntactic

factors affect the comprehension of anaphora. webber

stated that the task of "identifying what the text makes

available for anaphoric reference and how it does son

has been targely overlooked in much of the research. (Webber,

1978, p.1). Pronouns do not just replace nouns, for the

antecedent of an anaphoric expression coul-d faIl into

any one of webber,s categories, such as "índividuals'

sets, stuff, events, activit.ies, actions, states' proposi-

tions, generics, prototypes and descriptions. " (vlebber'

L978, p.15).
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To be able to identify or "construct", possible ante-

cedents requires complex cognitive processes or abilities'

Because when the antecedent is not mentioned in the text,

it must be inferred. When investigating the comprehension

of anaphora requiring inference skills, it must be kept

in mind "thaL people might vary as to the amount of effort

they will expend inferring an antecedent or referent or

as to whether they will expend any effort at all" further

complicating the examination of anaphora. (webber' l9B0'

p.15r).

since anaphora can refer to something in the read'er's

head by means of inference, information on the manner

in which knowledge is organized and the process involved

in text comprehension is beneficial to the understanding

of anaphora.

Bransford and Johnson (1973) and Collins' Brown and

Larkin (Lg77 ) , proposed a mod'el-based view of text und'er-

standing drawing upon theories developed in the areas

--i^--^ ^-r ^-+.1 ç.i^.i-1 -in.l-alIiaonr.o- These
or coglnlE]-Vg liu-LgllL;e ctrrLr a! Ltr! rv!qr ¿¡¡uv++¿ìf

theories claim that the organization of knowledge is re-

presented in data structures called frames, scripts or

schemata. For the purpose of this discussíon, only the

term "schemata" will be used with the following definition:

schemata are data structures for representing
generic concepts stored in the memory' They
ãxist for genãralized concepts under objects,
situations, events' sequence of events, actions
andsequenceofactions.Schemataarenotatomic.
A schema contains as part of its specifications '
the network of interrelationships that is believed
to generally hold among the constituents of
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the concept in question. (Rumelhart and Ortony,
1977, p.10).

All schemata are composed of numerous variables,

allowing a reader to retain a concept that has been intro-

duced along with its variables and the relationships among

them. With this flexibility' schemata can accommodate

a vast range and amount of knowledge to which anaphoric

expressions are referred, enhancing "an author's ability

to refer to entities not.explicitly presented in the text'

as well as the reader's abilit.y to correctly resolve ana-

phora which based upon the surface structure alone would

be ambiguous. " (Murphy , L9'7 9 , p. 38 )

The schemata theory has drawn support from Charniak

(1975) and Webber (1978) while Frederickson (I975) and

Collins ,1977 ) confirmed that comprehension requires

an overall understanding of concepts and that learners

must draw upon previously acquired schema in order to

facilitate learning. Haviland and CIark (I974), Kintsch

(L974), Paris (1975) and Moeser (L976 ) have provided fur-

ther evidence in support of the original work of Bransford

and Johnson, in considering "Iinking" as one semantic

aspect of comprehension: they demonstrated that linking

clarifies text that would appear ambiguous at a syntactic

level, and that tinking takes place in children and adults

alike.
More recently, John Níx attempted to develop a

of linking "to characterize the inter-propositional

system

links
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that are crucial to using prior world knowledge to consti-

tute a paragraph as something distinct from a string of

sentences.rr (Nix, Lg78t p.B0). In developing his frame-

work he assumed reading comprehension to be an act in

which the reader must utilize his/her prior world know-

Iedge when linking together the propositions in the text

in order for it to make sense. Using anaphoric pronouns

as the links under investigation, Nix used ten third grade

students, assuming that as they encountered the text,

they would consider syntactic factors prior to the use

of semantic factors. However in his results, he discovered

that his subjects processed the semantic information regard-

Iess of its necessity or relevance.

In conclusion, such a process model may have been

premature for the steps that a reader uses to process

the resolution of anaphoric pronouns could not be inferred

from the data comPiled bY Nix-

Regardless of the framework used to understand the

role of syntactic and non-syntactic fac'uors in the compre-

hension of anaphora, the fact that memory plays an impor-

tant role must be considered. In Chafe's theory of con-

sciousness, he eludes to this fact. He claims that only

entities which are in the consciousness of the learner

can be referred to by anaphoric expressions. This con-

sciousness has a limited capacity and certain items are

pushed out

whether or

as new ones enter in- Many factors influence

not the item remains in the learner's conscious-
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ness and whether or not it is retrievable when called

upon by an anaphoric structure.

Haviland and Clark (L974) support Chafe's work. In

order for a concept to be inferred, it must be accessible

in the memory and it also has to be activated and brought

into the short term memory. A child's memory span as

witnessed by Lesgold Q974) is timited and therefore'

the length that the antecedent is from its referent may

present varying degrees of difficulty. If the antecedent

is only implíed and not stated in the text, even more

difficulty arises.

ANAPHORA AND CHTLDREN' S LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

Language development studies have reported that the

understanding of anaphora depends on the individual's

abitity to apply syntactic rules. Anaphoric pronoun refer-

ences were investigated by Chomsky (1969), Maratsos (I973)

and Chipman and de Dardel (L972) -

Carol Chomsky's studY, The Acqursition of Svntax

in children from Five to Ten, set the stage for language

stud.ies examining children's ability t.o understand ana-

phoric references. she based her work on the premise

that syntactic structures that are at variance with general

language patterns, will be more difficult and will be

acquired late in language development-

Chonsky studied forty children, ranging in age from

five to ten years, and their interpretation of pronominal
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references in three

Structure I:

different structures:

pronoun is in main clause, precedes NP

H" found out that Mickey won the race'

Structure 2z pronoun is in subordinate clause'
precedes NP
Á,fter he got the candY MickeY left'

Structure 3: pronoun is in
follows NP

subordinate clause,

Pluto thinks he
(Chomsky, L969,

knows everYthing-
p.I0a).

Sentences using the three d.ifferent structures were read

to the child.ren who were then required to answer anaphoric

comprehension questions. only the first structure blocked

co-reference , for the antecedent for "her" is not to be

found within the sentence, whereas in structures 2 and

3,,he,,canrefertothesubjectofthesentence.There-
fore structure I was termed as more complex and it was

hypothesized that it would be learned late in the children's

language development. Results showed that the children

did not demonstrate mastery of the rules governing co-

-^€^vnnaa rrnri I ¡hnrrt 5-6 vears of aqe. Though the study
!g!g!ç¡¡vg ' J ---

has limited application for the understanding of anaphora'

it did demonstrate that the ability to identify the ante-

cedent is the basis of anaphoric comprehension.

InLgT3,Maratsostestedchildren.sabilitytointer-

pret sentences in which emphatic stress provided the cue

to the correct antecedent. The following sentences illustrate

the effect of emPhatic stress:

1. John hit Harry, and then Harry hit him'
(unstressed) him=Harry
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2. John hit Harry, and then
( stressed ) him=John

Sarah hit him.(Ff & 2)

Maratsos tested one hundred and six subjects at the

ages of three, four and five by having them act out sentence

pairs with the use of toys. The investigation showed

that the correct interpretation of the unstressed pronoun

is high, with a response accuracy of .87 for age three,

.83 for age four and.93 for age five. on the other hand,

accuracy for stressed pronouns improved from .4 for three

years of age to .78 for five years of age-

It was concluded that correct comprehension of stressed

pronouns lags behind unstressed, for correct interpreta-

tion of stressed pronouns violates children's natural

cognitive strategies. It was also found that this skill

improved with age and exPerience.

In yet another study, Chipman and de Dardel (L972)

tested children's comprehension of the pronoun' rrittr. The

subjects of their investigaLion were forty-two children,

ranging in age from 3.3 to 6.11. The chrl<lren were pre-

sented with the following materials: a chunk of clay

(collective noun), a box containing five marbles (count

noun) r a box containing twenty marbles (count noun) and

bits of plastercine chocolate of varying size (collective

and/or count noun). They were instructed as follows:

1. There is clay there. Give it Lo me-
(Correct response = all the cIaY)

2. There is a box with 5 marbles- Give it to me-
(Correct response = box plus marbles)

.!
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3. There are 20 marbles in the box. Give it to me'
(Correct response = box plus marbles)

4. There is chocolate there- Give it to me'
(Correct response = all the cfrocilIate)

AIl four tasks improved with age. The collective noun

(ctay) represented. the highest success rate with 30% of

the three year olds responding correctly to 90% of the

six year olds. Most difficult was the collective and/or

count noun (chocolate) for only two subjects at ages five

and six responded.correctly. chipman and de Dardel con-

cluded that comprehension of anåphora may be influenced

by both cogniti-ve and tinguistic development'

The studies cited above offer some insight into chil-

dren's comprehension of anaphora; Chomsky dealt with syntax'

Maratsos experimented with emphatic stress, and chipman

and de Darde] studied the range of antecedents for an

anaphoric expression. These studies, focussing on oral

comprehension showed that children exhibit some competence

in regard to anaphora at an early a9ê, however it can

not be assumecl that t,he same is true fc¡r reaciing compre-

hension

ANAPHORA AND READING COMPREHENSION

Educators have long recognized that reading comprehen-

sion involves, "the ability t.o folIow the organization

of a passage and to identify antecedents and find refer-

ences in the passage." (Davis I L94I, p.23). It was thought

however, that the comprehension of anaphora occurred at
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a relatively early age. some recent reading research

focussing on the influence of anaphora on comprehension

has indicated that children do not acquíre this under-

standing as earlY as once thought-

one of the first studies focussing on anaphora was

conducted by David T. chai in L967. He tested college

sophomores and children from grades eight, Seven and five.

All subjects \^/ere presented with key pronouns that had

more than one possible antecedent. He discovered that

the college students coul-d easily resolve the antecedents'

followed by grade eight students. More difficulty in

resolving the proper antecedent was witnessed in grade

seven subjects. The grade five children were unable to

resolve pronominal ambiguities, and anaphora in this case'

was attributed as the cause of ambiguity.

Dutka (L979) studied the relationship between ana-

phoric nominal substitutions and reading comprehension

with older subjects: eighty students enrolled in teacher

certification courses and ninty-two college freshman who

\^rere identified as seeking assistance in improving their

reading skills. Dutka found the ability to figure out

what is replaced by a substitution is a factor in reading

comprehension. Resolving the antecedent substitution

is not a simple task because it requires sophisticated

syntactic, semantic, evaluative and inferential skills.

Dutka's study also found that the substitution was

most difficult when the factors of length and distance

-;.
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were applied. "An antecedent which lies far away from

j-ts substitute may not still be present in the working

memory of the reader as the substitute is read" (Dutka,

L979, p.14) and if it. is not available for retrieval when

meaning.is called for, comprehension is brought to a halt.

In 1970, Bormuth, Manning, Carr and Pearson attempted

to arrange the difficulty of anaphoric structures into

a heirarchy for purposes of planning reading comprehen-

sion instruction. Sixty fourth grade students were given

short paragraphs to read and a multiple choice format

r^ras used to asSeSS their comprehension of the anaphoric

structures. The results showed a significance between

structure variation with an accuracy range of 64-5% t'ot

pronouns to 86. B % for proclauses. This study demonstrated

that anaphora may be a cause of reading comprehension

difficulty, for a relatively low level of accuracy was

found in a number of categories and the study "included

only those anaphora having antecedents fully contained

in the sentence immediately preceeding the one containing

the anaphoric expression.rr (Bormuth et al, L970, p-351)"

On the other hand certain limitations were noted. Only

two items were used to assess each anaphoric type; the

researchers do not offer any rationale as to why one ana-

phoric device would be expected to be more complex than

another and they do not provide any information on the

types of errors the children typically made. Further'

the multiple choice format placed constraints on the chil-
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dren's responses. Secondly, the taxonomy of anaphoric

structures for the study was adopted from Menzel (1970)

who had categorized anaphora solely on the basis of surface

structure. By using such a taxonomy it was assumed that

t.he difficulty of an anaphoric structure is independent

of the linguistic context in which it is found. This

can not be ignored in the analysis of anaphora however,

for there is a wide rang:e of antecendents and sentence

structures in which anaphoric expressions can be found.

(nefer to Table 2.I)

In an attempt to overcome some of the limitations

in the study by Bormuth et aI., Lesgold (L974) examined

the validity of syntax as the basis for a heirarchy. Since

different anaphoric expressions occur in different semantic

contexts and the same anaphoric structures can be found

in a variety of different syntactic and semantic contexts,

Lesgold hypothesized that a heirarchy based only on syntax

may be inadequate. Controlling for the number of seman-

tically plausible ans\^rers and for the "amount of processing

requJ-red to get from a syntactic passing of a sentence

to an underlying cognitive representation" (Lesgold, L974,

p.334), Lesgold used three test items for each anaphoric

structure and recorded the children's oral responses to

the test questions. Being unable to replicate Bormuthrs

findings, Lesgol-d concluded that "at present, the use

of difficulty orderings for syntax without regard to semantics

is not likely to lead to improved instruction in compre-

hension. " (Lesqlold I L97 4, p.338) .



Pro-clause, so

Pro adverb

Relative pronouns

Pro-verb, so-do

Deleted modifier

Noun phrase
demonstrative

Numeric pronominal

Inclusive pronoun

Negated pronoun

Clause demonstrative

Semantic substitute

Personal- pronouns
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He works in the celIar. It is
cool there.

The man who lives next door makes

Joe likes tennis. So does Bilt.

The small boy came. This boy is

TABLE 2.L

ANAPHORIC STRUCTURES AND SENTENCE EXAMPLES

Joe may go. If sor we will

The black horse
That is his

belongs to Joe.

Deleted noun

Pro-verb, so-be/have Joe is sick. So is BilI.

Several men went fishing.
Two caught

Joe, Bill and Mary went to the show"
All enjoyed

There are ripe and green apples.
The green Ø are mine.

Bill and Joe went shopping.
No one bought

Joe is stuck in the mud. This
leaves us

Those steel towers are antennas.
These ob-iects are

Joe left the room. He had

Bormu eta r970, p 5,

Lesgold's work indicated that difficulty in reading

comprehension is not a result of isolated. anaphoric words,

for semantics have to be considered along with syntax

and that anaphora appears to contribute to children's

reading comprehension difficulties.
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Richek also investigated children's reading compre-

hension of anaphora. In 1977 she designed a study with

even more rigorous controls then that of the two previously

discussed studies by controlling for sentence kernels,

length and parallelism. Choosing two hundred twenty grade

three students as subjects, the ability to comprehend

paraphrase sentences containing alternate anaphoric forms

\^/as tested. Examples of the three anaphoric forms used

in the study are:

1. noun: John saw Mary and John said hell-o to
Mary.

pronoun: John saw Mary and he said hello
to her.

2

3. null: John saw Mary
(Richek, L977 ,

hello to her.and Ø said
p.147 ) .

The results showed a heirarchy with noun forms being

the easiest and null forms being the most difficult. No

interaction among kernel, length and parallelism was found.

On the other hand, Richek found that the sentence affected
- r I --- l- - t --- --- i l- 

- ------l- - -- : 
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expression and the linguistic context results in varying

sentence complexity: "the two or three sentences con-

structed from each frame have been found to be similar

in difficultyi sentences constructed from different frames

have been found to be relatively dissimilar in difficulty. "

(nichek, 1977, p.334).

John B. Barnitz, in 1980, researched children's ability

to comprehend the pronoun rritrr. Sub jects of his study
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were English speaking

and sixth grades. The

isons:

1. Referent Type:

children from the second, fourth

study made three linguistic compar-

) noun or noun phrase
) clause or sentence

2. Reference Order: a) that the referent proceeds
the anaphora

b) that the referent comes
after the anaphora

3. Referent Distance: a) rritlr and its referent
are in the same sentence

b) rrit'r and its referent
are in separate sentences.

He hypothesized that in each of the three categories men-

tioned, (a) woul-d be the easiest for the children in his

study. His findings validated his hypothesis for referent

type and referent order but failed to confirm the category

of referent distance.

The conclusion from this study is that some anaphoric

devices do affect children's reading comprehension and

that pronoun referent structures indicate a developmental

- ---- 
L^ 

---^Lt 
^--!.: ^Ef eno ¡ EII{JUcJII " S()IIte OI EIIelte $I,I U(jEUIe:i rttcry JJe Pf UIJlelttctLru

even through the elementary grades." (Barnitz, 1980, p.287).

His work indicated the need for more research into the

study of children's abilit.y to comprehend anaphora.

SUMMARY

a
b

In summary, the

research on the

the literature indicates

anaphora on reading compre-

need for further research

review of

that effect of

thehension is limited and that
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exists. It also demonstrates that information from a

variety of other disciplines is not only beneficial to

the understanding of anaphora and reading comprehension

but also illustrates the vast complexity of this phenomenon.

From the studies reported however, it can be concLuded

that anaphora is a factor in reading comprehension and

the younger the reader, the more difficult it. is to compre-

hend the anaphoric devices in reading. The type of ana-

phoric structures comprehended by elementary school chil-

dren and at what ag:es this comprehension occurs is a ques-

tion that largely remains unanswered.

Another conclusion to be made from the review of

the literature is that the majority of the research in

this area has investigated anaphoric devices of only one

type. Reference has been the main focus of attention

and little work has been attempted with the other four

types as categorized by Halliday and Hasan (L976).

The purpose of this paper is to investigate children's

comprehension of substitution anaphora. Substitution

was studied by Dutka but she utilized only nominal substi-

tution with college students as her subjects. This study

addresses all three sub-groups of substitution: nominal'

verbal and clausal, all aimed at answering the following

questions:

1. What substitutions do second grade students compre-

hend in their reading?

2. Is there a relationship between their reading ability
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to comprehend different categories of anaphoric sub-

stitutions?

What influence does the availability of passage for

referral have on the reading comprehension of ana-

phoric substitutions?



CHAPTER 3

DESIGN AND PROCEDURE OF THE STUDY

DEVELOPMENT OF THE TEST OF COMPREHENSTON OF ANAPHORIC

suBsTrTUTIoNS (TCAS)

since an investigation into the comprehension of

anaphora required a testing instrument and since none

was available, the investigator undertook the task of

developing a

tions.

Test of Comprehension of Anaphoric Substitu-

prior to selecting read.ing passages for the test'

grade two reading materials were carefully studied. Both

basal reading series and. supplemental reading materials

\^/ere scrutinized to familiarize the investigator with

the language patterns used in the reading materials of

the students.

Once several passages were chosen, the Spache Read-

abilitv Formula was applied and passages reading at approx-

imately a 2.9 level were chosen for the test. of the

nine reading passages comprising the TCAS, three tested

nominal anaphoric substituLions, three tested verbal ana-

phoric substitutions and three tested clausal anaphoric

substitutions. The substitutions were underlined in each

passage and three different styles of questions were selected

to test the anaPhora-

These passages were then field tested on twenty aver-

age grade two students. The vocabulary and sentence struc-

30
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ture was found to be compatible with the students tested.

From this field test, sentence completion was chosen as

the best method of testing the anaphoric substitutions

and a parallel form was developed. Form B followed the

same sentence structure and concept load as Form A with

identical readability. The two forms hrere then field

tested to ensure their equality. Two heterogeneous grade

two classes were chosen. Each class received a different

form of the test. The results of the fietd testing revealed

that both forms were indeed paral1el. Thus the instrument'

the Test of Comprehension of Anaphoric Substitution, was

ready for inclusion in the pilot study.

PILOT STUDY

Purpose

The pilot study was conducted for purposes of working

through the procedures to be used in the actual investiga-

tion. Thís included the administering and scoring of

the TCAS, the format and types of questions to be asked

in conjunction with the TCAS and the timetabling-

Subjects

Fj-fteen grade two subjects were selected for the

pitot study from a school representing a middle class

suburb of Winnipeg. Each student was identified as a

below average' average or above average reader by the

school resource teacher.
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Procedure

Each subject was tested individually by the examiner.

The subjects orally read the passages and answered the

sentence completion following each passage.

The. investigator recorded the subjects' responses

verbatim along with any other observations. Upon comple-

tion of the TCAS, all subjects participated in an inter-

view which was transcribed. verbatim. Scoring and analyz-

ing were al-so developed during the pilot study'

THE RESEARCH STUDY

SampIe

Forty-five grade two students were chosen from four

classes within one suburban school division. The sample

was drawn from one hundred. and four students who were

tested on the primarY form of the Metropo litan Readinq

Achievement Test. From the scores, the students were

categorized as below average, average and aþove averag:e

readers. Fif teen students f rom each category \¡Iere then

randomly chosen as subjects for the research study.

Materials

The Test of Comprehension of Anaohoric Substitution

(TCAS) contained two equal forms with

form. Of the nine items, three tested

types of substitutions- (See Appendix

nr-ne

each

items in each

of the three

A)
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In addition to the two forms, there were also two

procedures for allowing the subjects to respond. One

all-owed students to look back to the reading passage for

assistance in answering the question. These were referred

to as available passagfes for referral. other passages

\,vere identified as unavailable for referral.

Since the order of presentation and different measures

\^¡as a possible concern, the Latin Squares procedure (Bl-umberg,

l9B3) was applied to the test. This procedure allowed

for variance in the ord.er of presentation of the items

to ensure that the order of presentation would not affect

the results of the study. This method counterbalanced

the availability of passages for referral and the two

forms. Therefore the forms and the order of presentation

vrere not a factor in this studY-

Procedure

since thg individual passages of the TCAS were at

a grade 2.g reading level, early June was chosen as an

appropriate time for the testing. Arrangements !\7ere made

with the principals and teachers of the schools concerned'

Times \^/ere then scheduled so that subjects could' be indi-

vidually tested in an area without distractions '

Once the subject entered the testing room, the examiner

introduced herself and spoke briefly with the student

explaining what was to transpire during the session.

When the student was comfortable and relaxed' the test
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began with an example. The example was given along with

the correct anshrer and an opportunity for the subject

to ask any further questions regarding the test. Then

the testing began.

Each subject was instructed to orally read the first

passage. Oral reading enabled the examiner to spot any

vocabulary problems that affect the understanding of the

passage.

The anaphoric substitution in each passage was under-

Iined and tättowing the passage was a sentence completion

question that the subjects were asked to read and answer-

Each subject then proceeded to complete the nine items

of the test in the same manner. The examiner recorded

all responses and also noted any difficulties or state-

ments that the students may have made during the reading"

The examiner also recorded her own observations of the

subjects during the test.

Once the TCAS \^¡as completed, each subject was asked

how he/she found the test and how he,/she knew the answers "

All conversations were recorded by the investigator.

Any additional notes and observations were made when the

subjects left the testing area. Each total session took

approximately thirty-five minutes.

Scoring of the TC$!

As each subject was tested, the TCAS was scored on

The answer sheet enabledan answer sheet. (Appendix B).
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the investigator to record the types of anaphoric substi-

tutions the student understood as well as how he,/she re-

sponded. on passages that \^¡ere available or unavailable

for referral. The sheet was scored out of a total of

nine and sub-divided into three subtests

upon completion of individually testing a1l forty-five

subjects, the scores were conpiled for statistical analysis.

A total of four hundred and five pieces of data \^/ere used

to analyze and test the first three hypotheses.

In order to analyze the effect of the availability

of passage, one piece of data was randomly dropped from

each subject's score. This modification of data, result-

ing in three hundred and sixty pieces of data, enabled

the investigator to work with an equal number of responses

for available and unavailable passages for referral.

Method of Analysis

The factors identified for this study were:

A) Between-Subject Factors:
f) Readíng Ability

B) Within-Subject Factors:
I) Type of Test (Nominal, Verbal'
2) Availability of Passage

ClausaI )

The study utilized

of two separate

a factorial design and consisted

analyses of variance with repeated

and a Newman-Keuls Test of Differ-measures on one

two-way

factor

ences Between Means.
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ANALYSES OE. DATA

The purpose of this study was to investigate second

grade students' comprehension of anaphoric substitutions"
The specific questions for investigation r^rere formulated

into six null hypotheses.

These hypotheses were tested by means of statistical

analysis. A two-way analysis of variance with repeated

measures on one factor was applied to the data to test

hypotheses one, two and three. Hypotheses four, five

and six were tested by a second analysis of variance with

repeated measures on one factor" All hypotheses were

tested for significance at the "05 leveI.

The data collected for the first three hypotheses

dealing with results of the Test of Com rehension of Ana-

phoric Substitutions, the three sub-tests of the TCAS and

the three reading ability groups is reported in Table 4.1.

Table 4.L consists of the number of correct responses

each subject scored on the nominal, verbal and clausal

sub-tests of the Test of Comprehension of Anaohoric Sub-

stitutions (TCAS) and the total score that each subject

received on the test. It shows that there are three readíng

ability groups r Al , A2 and Ar, each consisting of fifteen

subjects. The performance by each subject in the three

substitutions under study: nominal, verbal, and clausal

are indícated in columns three, four and five, with the

total score appearing in column six.

36
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TABLE 4.1

THE NUMBER OF CORRECT RESPONSES ON THE

TEST OF COMPREHENSION OF ANAPHORIC SUBSTITUTTONS

Reading
Ability Groups

At

(Below Average)

Az

(Average )

A¡

(Above Average)

Total Possible Score for each sub-test = 3

Total Possible Score for the TCAS = 9

TotaI
Score

3
I
2
0
5
4
I
6
3
2
2
3

I
0
0

3
4
0
3
5
7
3
3
I
0
3
2
4
3
3

4
6
6
6
B

B

3
4
B

I
6
6
4

5
4

Verbal
Substi-
tutions

Clausal
Substi-
tutions

Nominal
Substi-
tutionsSubject

2
I
0
0
2
I
0
3
2
I
1
I
0
0
0

t
0
I
0
I
3
0
2
I
0
0
2
I
0
0

0
0
I
0
2
0
1
I
0
I
t
0
0
0
0

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
I
9

10
II
L2
I3
L4
t5

I
1
0
I
I
3
0
I
0
0
1
0
1
t
0

2
2
0
I
2
2
3
I
0
0
0
1
1
I
t

2
3
3
3
3
3
2
3
3
1
3
2
2
2
2

I
2
I
1
2
3
0
0
2
0
I
2
I
2
0

0
I
0
I
2
2
0
I
I
0
2
I
2
I
2

I
I
2
2
3
2
I
I
3
0
2
2
I
1
2

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
I
9

10
I1
L2
l3
T4
15

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
B

9
10
II
I2
13
L4
15



Using the data reported in Table 4.I, a two-way

of variance with repeated measures on one factor was

to test hypotheses one' two and three-

From the analysis, the average scores of each ability

group and each sub-test was computed. Table 4.2 reports

these means. Column one represents the reading ability

groups and column two lists the average score for each

of the abilit.y groups in the nominal category. column

three represents the averagie scores on comprehension of

verbal anaphoric subsitutions for each abilit.y $roupr

while column four tists the average score of comprehension

in the clausal category. Column five indicates the average

score for each reading abitity group on the total Test

of Comprehens ion of Anaphoric Substitutions -

TABLE 4.2

SUMMARY OF MEANS FOR THE

TEST OF COMPREHENSION OF ANAPHORIC SUBSTITUTIONS

3B

analysis

applied

Pa:äinrr Ahilitv
J ------ -J

Groups

Below Average

Average

Above Average

. B0

L .067

1.60

Total

2.2

2 .933

5.267

3 .467 4.600

The resul-ts of the analysis of variance appears

ClausalNominal
Sub-Tests

Verba

.0

1.133

2.467

.40

.7 33

r.20

2.333

in Table 4.3.



Source of Variation

Between sublects
A (Reading Ability GrouPs)

Subjects Vüithin GrouPs

Within subiects
B (Tests )

AB

B x subjects within groups

TABLE 4.3

ANALYSTS OF VARTANCE

25.644
48 .7 55

L2.844
3.91r

38.577

39

11.05*

13.98*
2.13

F

*Significant at the .05 level

The analysis of variance reported in Table 4.3 indicates

that there is a significant difference among the three

reading ability groups, a significant difference among

the three categories of anaphoric substitutions tested

and that there is no significant interaction between the

reading ability groups and the three sub-tests of the

TCAS.

Hypothesis 1, which stated that there will be no

effect for reading ability on the overall results of the

TCAS, was rejected. The F score of 1l-05' ill-ustrates

that there is a significant difference in the results

of the three reading ability groups.

Hypothesis 2, which stated that there will be no

MSSS df

2

2

42

4

B4

L2.822
r.16

6 .422
.9777
.459

significant difference in the resul-ts of the three sub-tests



of the TCAS' hlas also rejected- The F score of

indicates a highly significant difference amongi

verbal and clausal anaphoric sub-tests.

40

I3.98

the nominal,

Hvpothesis 3, which stated that there will be no

interaction between the three TCAS sub-tests and the read'ing

ability,' was accepted. The F score of 2.I3 is not considered

significant at the .05 Ievel.

TABLE 4.4

THE NEWMAN-KEULS TEST OF

DTFFERENCE BETWEEN MEANS

Reading Ability GrouPs At AA
2 3

5 "267

3.067

2.334

3

4 -29

.49

A
3

*

*

Ordered Means

AI

2

3

A

A

SB

q .9s

.115

(r'84)

.95 (r,84)SB q

1

A
3

A

Az

2 .9332.2

.733

r
3.76

-43

2

A
2

A
1

*Siqnificant at the .05 level.



The differences

4L

between the means of the three reading

submitted to the Newman-Keuls Testability groups

of Difference

not aII of the

were

Between Means. This test determined that

means were significantly different from

as illustrated in Tab1e 4.4 showeach other. The results

that the above

from boLh the

average group's mea¡l is significantly different

below average and average reading ability

groups t

average

other.

means but

groups are

that the means of the averag'e and below

not significantly different from each

The second set of hypotheses concern themselves with

the modified results of the TCAS in which the influence

of the availability of the passages on the results is

investigated along with the differences among the three

reading ability groups.

The data collected to test hypotheses four, five

and six is reported in Table 4.5. The first column indi-

cates the same subjects as reported earlj-er in Table 4.1

with corumn two representing the number of correct responses

made when the subject was not allowed to refer back to

the passage when answering the anaphoric comprehension

question. WhiIe the third column reports the results

when subjects were allowed to refer back to the passage

for assistance in answering.

Once again a two-way analysis of variance with repeated

measures on one factor was applied to the data to test

hypotheses four, five and six.'
Y-

{li ¿;r,;q.i,!iT i.:.i¡Éq

Ii'r't I 'r ¿.,',¡.,'; u
'l

1"¡¡l¡l¿ii ! c, i:ìir..,
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TABLE 4.5

THE NUMBER OF CORRECT RESPONSES ON THE

TEST OF COMPREHENSTON OF ANAPHORIC SUBSTITUTIONS

CORRECTED FOR A BALANCE OF CONDfTIONS

Reading
Ability Groups

At

(gelow Average)

Az

( Average )

Ag

(Above Average)

Available
Passages

2
0
I
0
2
2
0
3
2
I
I
I
0
0
I

2
I
0
1
2
3
2
I
I
0
2
I
2
2
I

3
3
4

3
4
2
4
I
3
3
4
4
2
3
3

Total
Total

Possible
Po s sible

Score
Score

=B
for Available or Unavailable

Unavailable
PassagesSubject

I
I
0
0
2
2
1
3
I
I
I
0
I
0
I

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
I
9

IO
11
L2
13
L4
15

I
2
0
I
2
3
I
I
0
0
I
I
2
I
I

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
B

9
10
11
L2
1_?

L4
15

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
B

9
10
IT
L2
l3
T4
15

0
3
2
2
4
I
3
0
0
0
3
2
I
I
I

4
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Tabl-e 4.6 reports the average scores of each ability

group on the two variables of availability of passages

of the TCAS. Column one indicates the three reading ability

groups, column two lists the average score for each abilit.y

group when the passages were unavailable for referral

and column three lists the average scores when the passages

$/ere available.

TABLE 4.6

SUMMARY OF MEANS

Reading Ability Groups

Below Average

Average (a),

Above Average

(a),

(a),

r.04

L .26

2.30

r.53

The results of the analysis of variance appears

in Table 4.7. They indicate that there is a significant

'{ì €f aranaa =nnnn t}ra t}rraa rarÁi nn al-ri 1 i l-tz nr¡rrnqs¡rrv¡¡Y ¡ vsv¿¡¡ J

a highly significant difference between the scores

on available and unavailable passages and that there

is a significant interaction between the availabilit.y

of passage and the reading ability groups.

AvailableUnavailable

1.07

1.40

3.07

1.00

1.13

1.53

r.22 1.84



Source of Variation

Between Sub'ìects
A (Reading Abilit.y grouPs)
Subjects within groups

Within subrects

TABLE 4.7

ANALYSIS OF VARTANCE

.05 level

.0I leve1

44

B " 94**

F

B

AB

B

(Availability )

x subjects within groups

28.5
15 .6

**
**

*Significant at the
**Significant at the

on the basis of this anlysis of variance, hypotheses

four, five and six were rejected-

Hvpothesis 4, which stated that there will be no

effect for the availability of passage on the overall

results of the TCAS was rejected since a highly significant

F score of 28.5 was computed from the data-

Hypothesis 5 | which stated that there will be no

effect for reading ability on the moOifieo resuits of

the TCAS was rejected on the basis of the F score of 8.94.

This score indícates that there is a significant difference

among the three reading groups.

Hvpothesis 6, which stated that there will be no

interaction between the availability of passage and the

three ability groups was also rejected. The F score of

15.6 is significant at the .05 level, illustrating that

there is a definite interaction between the availability

df MSSS

9L.4
27 .3
64.L

3I
8.7
9.5

12. B

44

2

42

45

I
2

42

r3.65
L.526

8.7
4.7s

.305
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of passage and the reading groups.

The differences between the means of the three reading

ability groups r¡Iere submitted to the Newman-Keuls Test

to determine whether all means \¡¡ere significantly different

from each other. The results as shown in Table 4.8 indicate

that differences between A, (below average) and A, (above

average) and A, (average) and A, (above average) differed

significantly at the .05 level

TABLE 4. B

THE NEWMAN_KEULS TEST OF

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MEANS

Reading Ability Groups A
2

A
3

Ordered Means 2.30

Differences
Between
Means

A

L.26

r.04
2

A
3

SB=

.95q

SB(

.lB

(r ,42)

.95 (r ,42)

3

3 .44

.62
q

A
3

A

A

A

A1

I

2

3

*

*

A I

r.261.04

.22

2

2 .86

.51

r=

A
2

AI

*Significant at the .05 level-
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The significance of the interaction between the availa-

bility of the passage and the reading ability groups was

computed to determine if all three reading ability groups

contributed to the interaction noted in hypothesis number

six. An F score of 4.08 or greater was required for a

signifícant interaction for each of the reading ability

groups. Table 4.9 illustrates that only the above average

group contributed to the interaction.

TABLE 4.9

STGNIFICANCE OF INTERACTION COMPUTATIONS

Reading Ability GrouPs F Scores

At (below average)

AZ (average)

A3 (above average)

.13

I.7 4

57.7***

*
**

***

Significant at the
Significant at the
Significant beyond

level
IeveI
.01 level.

.05

.01
the

SUMMARY

The six hypotheses originally stated in Chapter One

were tested in this chapter. AIl but one hypothesis was

rejected on the basis of the statistical analysis.

It was found that the three reading ability groups

varied significantly on the results of the TCAS and that

there was a significant difference in students' comprehension

of the three categiories of anaphoric substitutions.
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It is also evident from the findings that there is

a significant difference in the performance of students

on t,he TCAS when the passages \¡Iere available for referral

as opposed to when they h¡ere unavailable. There was an

especially high difference between the performances of

the above average reading abiliLy students on available

and unavailable passages for referral-

The results indicate that these second. grade students

have not mastered anaphoric substitutions.



grade

More

main

1)

SUMMARY

CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

The purpose of this study was to investigate second

students' comprehension of anaphoric substitutions-

specifically, the study concerned itsel-f with three

questions:

What substitutions do second grade students comprehend

in their reading?

Is there a rel-ationship between their reading ability

and their ability to comprehend different categories

of anaphoric substitutions?

What influence does the availability of the passage

during questioning have on the reading comprehension

of anaphoric substitutions?

2)

3)

SUMMARY OF THE DESIGN

The sample for this study was drawn from a middle class

suburban school division. It was comprised of forty-five

grad.e two students, fifteen at each of the three reading

ability levels: below average, average and above averagie.

The Test of Comprehension of Anaphoric Substitutions

(TCAS) was developed, piloted and then individually adminis-

tered to forty-five subjects. The test was composed of nine

items, testing nominal, verbal and clausal anaphoric substi-

tutions. Duríng the procedure, the subjects were tested

on available and unavailable passages for referral. Upon

completion of the test, each subject was interviewed to elicit

4B
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further information regarding children's comprehension of

anaphoric substitutions.

SUMMARY OF THE FINDINGS

The findings were applied to the three main. questions

of the study. ft was found that grade two students have

not mastered the comprehension of anaphoric substitutions.

Of the forty-five students tested, only three subjects met

the criteria of 7/9 (77.77e") for mastery of substitutions.

A perfect score was not obtained by any of the subjects in

this study

There was a relationship between reading ability and

ability to comprehend anaphoric substitutions. The below

average reading ability group scored the lowest with a mean

of 2-2 correct responses. The average reading abílity group

attained a mean of 2.9 correct responses and the above aver-

age readíng ability group performed the best with a mean

score of 5.3. None of the mean scores met the criteria of

7lg correct responses which woul-<1 ind.icate mastery-

The results showed that the clausal categ:ory was highest

in comprehensibility, followed by nominal and that verbal

anaphoric substitutions proved to be the most difficult. The

results however, did not show a significant interaction be-

tween the reading ability and the subjects' ability to compre-

hend different categories of anaphoric substitutions-

In addressing the question of availability of passage'

the findings indicate that comprehension was aided when the
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passages were available for referral. Most significantly'

the above average reading ability group doubled the number

of correct responses when the passage was available for refer-

ral. There was a significant interaction between the avail-

ability of passage and the reading abitity groups.

LIMTTATIONS OF THE FTNDTNGS

The above findings must be viewed in the

suburban middle cl-ass population used in this

light of the

study.

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

Bearing in mind the limitations of this investigation

and of generalizing findings on the basis of one study, sever-

al conclusions are tentatively presented for consideration.

The study lends support to previous research which found

that children do not comprehend anaphora in their reading

by the time they enter school (Bormuth et 41r 1970; Lesgold'

L974; Richek, L977; Dutka, L979¡ and Barnitz, L9B0). It

had been thought that chiidren's understand.ing of anaphrora,

as witnessed in language studies, occurred by the age of

five to six years, but the present study suggests that the

difficulty continues as late as eight years of age. Children

completing the second grade, do not appear to comprehend

anaphoric substitutions in their reading. Regardless of

reading ability, these students have difficulty comprehend-

ing anaphoric substitutions although those reading above

grade level appear to have less difficulty.
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In addition, the results of this study concur with Barnitz

(1980) who indicated a developmental trend in his research

of reference anaphora. It appears that the older the child'

the better anaphora is comprehended. Further, comprehending

anaphoric substitutions also improves with age. The question

remains howeverr âS to the age when comprehension of anaphor-

ic substitutions is mastered. An earlier study by Dutka

(Lg7g) found that even college students were unable to resolve

nominal substitutions in their reading.

why these structures are so problematic to children's

reading comprehension is speculative at this point. Webber'

in reviewing research in artificial intelligence, psychology

and linguístics, suggested that "anaphora might easily be

a source of comprehension difficulties" in that it demands

"very sophisticated syntactic, semantic, pragTmatic, inferen-

tial and evaluative abilities on the part of the reader. "

(Webber, 1980, p.LA2). When reading an anaphoric substitu-

tion, the reader not only has to identify the word as a refer-

ent but must also be able to recal-I or infer its antecedent,

requiring complex cognitive processes which are not yet fulIy

understood. Durkin suggests that we are a long way from

this understandj-ng and that "Iearning about children's ability

to process anaphora will not be an easy or quick process. "

( Durkin, 198I, p. 36 ) .

This study suggests that the availability of the passage

for referral has an effect upon the comprehension of anaphoric

substitutions. V'lhen the reading passage was available f or
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referral, more test questions were answered correctly. This

improvement suggests that it. is difficult for second grade

students to hoÌd the necessary information in their memory

and recall it when needed and that students need to be abl-e

to refer back t,o the passage to find the necessary informa-

tíon to answer questions regarding anaphoric substitutions.

Further, this study revealed an interesting phenomenon regard-

ing the referral to reading materials in that only the above

average readers chose to use this option whereas the less

able readers did not. The above average readers improved

their comprehension 100? when they referred to the readíng

passage for assistance, indicating that the above average

grade two students are aware of their lack of comprehension

and have a strategy to assist this comprehension-

The interviews with the subjects provided further in-

sight into this finding. The above average readers indicated

an awareness that the information was retrievable from the

reading passage. These students stated that they "knew the

ans\^rer was somewhere back in the Story" but were not aiways

able to find it. Others related specific strategies they

used to retrieve ans\^lers from the reading passage Such as

looking at the sentence immediately preceding the one contain-

ing the substitution or finding. a noun in close proximity

to the substitution to serve as the answer.

The average and below average reading ability students

on the other hand, answered very quickly and rarely referred

to the passage for any assistance. In the interviews many
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revealed that they thought the questions Ì^lere very easy'

indicating no a\^/areness of their lack of comprehension of

the anaphoric substitutions. A few did say that they just

didn't understand and that re-reading the passage did not

heIp.

The interviews indicated that many grade two students

do not realize that they have comprehension difficulties

and do not have a conscious strategy to assist them in their

reading comprehension.

It would appear that young readers associate problems

in comprehension with unfamiliar words rather than the con-

text, but Markman's investigation points out that:

Certainly not all comprehension is limited to the
process involved in understanding a single word,
so it is not like1y that all comprehension failure
could be signaled by unfamiliarity. (Markman,
L977, p.986 )

This study lends support to the concept that anaphoric

substitutions are complex structures and are dependent upon

context, which in turn requires constructive processing and

that young students have not yet acquire<I these constructive

processes for comprehending anaphoric substitutions.

Further, since substitutions are anaphoric in nature,

they cannot be comprehended in isolation and instruction

must be provided accordíngly. Less able readers tend to

answer quickly on the basis of the familiarity of the single

word and do not seek the more complex meaning based on con-

text. Because the substitutions; "one¡ oflês"¡ "same", "not",

"so" and rrdorr are such common and familiar words' these stu-
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dents are unaware that they need assistance and that they

could find. the ans\tter in the reading passage. In contrast'

some of the above average readers in this study appeared

to recognize their comprehension failure, took more time

for reflection and processing and then referred to the read-

ing passage for assistance if need.ed or admitted their in-

ability to find the answer.

support is found in Markmanrs research (L977 ) which

examined the question of how students become aware of their

comprehension failure. She giave first and third grade readers

instructions that were purposefully faulty. Information

necessary to carry out the instructions $lere omitted. First

grade students \^lere unaware that the instructions were in-

adequate whereas third grad.e students recognized the faultí-

ness. When the instructions were accompanied by a demonstra-

tion which reduced the need for mental processing, the chil-

dren more readily realized that they did not understand.

Markman concluded. that "children's initial sensitivity to

their own comprehension failure is due to a reiative iack

of constructive processing. " (Markman , l-977 , p- 986 ) .

The knowledge that one has failed to comprehend does

not assure success in reading comprehension however; it is

only the initial step. If the student does not have appro-

priate strategies for retrieval, comprehension can still

be affected. A recent paper from the lllinois Centre for

the Study of Reading discussed the importance of "students

self-control and self-awareness of their own learning process - rl
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(Brown, Campione and Da}¡r I9B1' p.14). Since research has

indicated that many children do not successfully employ strat-

egies to retrieve information from the text, Brown et aI.

reviewed various training studies aimed at promoting strate-

gies to aid comprehension and concluded that training students

in strategies for retrieval of information from the text

does aid comprehension.

On the other hand, to simply remind the reader to look

back to the text for information is not an adequate strategy.

In the present study, it was found that only after prompt-

irg, did some of the less able readers re-read the passage-

In spite of this reminder, they were still unable to answer

correctly, suggesting that when they do look back at the

reading passage, they do not know what to look f.or; they

are not constructively processing the anaphoric substitutions.

It can be concluded that the more able readers in the second

grade attempt to use a strategy to retrieve information regard-

ing anaphoric substitutions from the text.

Compounding this probiem is the fact that some types

of anaphoric substitutions are more difficult to comprehend

than others. The results of this study demonstrate that

clausal substitutions are the most easily comprehended' fol-

lowed by nominal substitutions and that the category offer-

ing the most difficulty is verbal substitutions. The clausal

and nominal categories vary only slightly in their degree

of difficulty but verbal substitutions are significantly

more difficult for students of the second grade. The study
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did not attempt to uncover a hierarchy of the anaphoric sub-

stitutions for it is evident that a1t three categories depend

on both the semantics and syntax of the passages in which

they are embedded.

Though it is evident from the findings that, various

categories of substitutions do offer different d'egrees of

difficulty, the reason for this variation was not investig-

ated. Referring to research in the area of children's language

development offers some explanation, however. Chomsky (1969)

illustrated that language at variance with children's natural

language patterns is more difficult to understand and Maratsos

(1973) found that language structures that violate children's

natural cognitive strategies are difficult to comprehend.

Thus it is possible that the verbal category of anaphoric

substitutions does not reflect the natural language patterns

of children, thereby violating their basic cognitive strate-

gr-es.

Another factor causing this difficulty may be sentence

complexity as il-lustrateo by Richek (Lgii ) . it is possib]-e

then, that the type of sentence structure required for each

of the categories of anaphoric substitutions contributes

to the difficulty of the substitutions itself '

The conclusions of this study indicate that anaphoric

substitutions are a source of children's reading difficulty

at the second grade tevel, that different categories of ana-

phoric substitutions present varying degrees of difficulty

to second grade readers and that most of these students are
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unaware of their own comprehension difficulties and do not

possess some kind of strategy to overcome these difficulties.

With these conclusions in mind, certain implications for

the educational system in generalr âs well as for the teach-

ing of reading specifically' can be drawn along with sugges-

tions for further research.

IMPLTCATTONS FOR THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM

2.

Educators need to be aware that anaphoric substitutions

increase the difficulty level of reading materials and

that most readabilit.y formulae do not take anaphoric

substitutíons into consideration in determining the

level of difficulty. Further, instructional materials

need to be carefully examined for frequency of anaphor-

ic substitutions, and their difficulty level re-evaluated

on this basis.

There is a need for new readabilit.y formulae which take

into consideration the different types of anaphoric

substitutions.

In turn, publishers of children's reading materials

need to take into account the frequency of anaphoric

substitutions and their difficulty of comprehension

when selecting materials for publication and designat-

ing them for various grade levels.

TMPLICATIONS FOR THE TEACHING OF READING

3

1. Teachers of primary students need to be aware of the
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frequency of the three types of anaphoric substitutions

in the instructional reading materials and that anaphor-

ic substitutions are a source of reading comprehension

problems for young students.

Further, teachers need to become a\^rare that different

anaphoric substitutions offer different degrees of compre-

hension difficulties. Since many students are unaware

that they have these difficulties, teachers need to

help their students in the comprehension of anaphoric

substitutions by direct teaching of each type of substi-

tution

Upon encountering comprehension difficul-ties in their

reading of anaphoric substitutionsr foung students do

not know how to overcome their difficulties. Thus reading

teachers need to teach appropriate strategies that would

enable their students to successfully retrieve informa-

tion from the text and hence improve their comprehen-

sion of anaphoric substitutions.

3

IMPLfCATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

Based on the findings of this study and the conclusions

discussed in this chapterr the following suggestions for

further research are offered:

l. This study should be replicated on grade two pupils

of other socio-economic levels to determine whether

factors other than age and reading ability level affect

the comprehension of the different types of anaphoric
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substitutions.

This study should

to determine when

occur and whether

than others.

59

be replicated at different grade levels

mastery of anaphoric substitutions

certain types are mastered sooner

3. Since dífferent categories of anaphoric substitutions

offer different degrees of difficulties' this study

should be replicated with more items in each category

in order to shed further light on the varied degrees

of difficulty and the possible reasons for these differ-

ences.
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TEST OF COMPREHENSION

ANAPHORIC SUBSTITUTTONS

(FORM A)

OF
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TEST SAMPLE

Mary and Ellen both got pretty new dresses for Christmas.

Ellen also got a lovely watch from her grandmother. Now

Mary wants one.

In the story, the word one means



l"

ata

while

It was

a very

The Jones Family \^rere

park to have a picnic.

mother put the picnic

cold and clear like

good time.

6B

on their vacation. They stopped

The children played on the grass

basket beside a little stream.

all the mountain ones. TheY had

In the story, the word ones means

2. Cathy did the dusting for her mother every Saturday.

Today she had to dust three tables and then polish the silver.

After a little while her mother asked, "Have you dusted

everything? "

"Nor" answered Cathy, "I've'only done the first two

tables. "

In the story' the word done means



3. Jack wrote a test at

He thought about the test

When he finallY got

failed the test.

He looked at her for

not. tr
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school and then set off for home-

as he walked slowly down the street.

home his sister asked if he had

a minute and then said, "I hoPe

In the story, the word not means

4. Bob and his father were both playing with the cars and

trucks that Bob had been given for Christmas. While they

were playing, a wheel broke off one of the cars'

"Look what happened to my brand ne\^I carrrr said Bob sadly'

"well, I gfuess they just don't buiid toys the way their

used to dor" answered his father.

In the story, the word do means



5

There
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Martha was thinking about what she would like for lunch.

vrere hotdogs, sandwiches and hamburgers.

After a few minutes she said, "I'11- have an egg sandwich

and a glass of juice."

Her friend said, "I'11 have the same but with a glass

of milk. "

In the story, the word same means

6. Two boys were waiting for their father to pick them

up after the game. It was beginning to get dark and Frank

could see that his brother was scared.

"Don't worry Brian. Dad wilt be here soorl¡rr said Frank-

"Yes, but supposing not. Then what will we oo?" cried

Brian.

In the story, the, word not means



7I

7. Sally had invited all of her friends to her birthday

party. All of them had promised that they would come.

When the day of the party finally came' everyone was

there except for Jane.

Sally's mother saw how sad Sally looked and said, "Itrs

all riqht. Jane will come if she said so. "

In the story' the word so means

8. Bill was a very good

for his mother's birthday.

so it could not be done in

artist. He wanted to draw a card

He wanted it to be very nice

a hurry.

In the story, the word done means
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9. Martha went shopping with her mother for some new clothes"

She bought two pretty dresses and a

red dress was for a familY PartY and

church.

In the story' the word one means

ne\^r spring coat. The

the other one was for
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TEST OF COMPREHENSION

OF

ANAPHORTC SUBSTITUTIONS

(FORM B)
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t. The baseball team wanted to practise for the big

They got a ball and bat to play with' Then they went

play near an old. buitding- It was dull and grey like

the old ones. They all had a good time'

game.

to

aII

In the storYr the word ones means

2" Brenda was writing a very hard test. Time was almost

up when the teacher asked, "Have you ans\^Iered all the questions

on the test?"

'I have done the first three questions but that is aII,"

said Brenda unhaPPilY-

In the storY, the word done means



3. Tom headed off for school on a very cold and sno\¡¡y day.

"Tom didn't look too well this morning and I'm worried

about himr" said his father. "Do you think he's getting

a cold?"

Mother answered, " I hope not. I'

In the story, the word not means

75

her sister Carla ü7ere both in the school choir.

five songs in the school concert.

\^¡ere finished Janet said, "What happened to

The words just didn't come out the way

4. Janet and.

The choir sang

When they

you? "

they

"I dontt know

used to do," answered Carla.

In the story, the word do means
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5. Susan and Mary got Some money from their grandmother.

They decided to go to the toy store to buy something wit'h

their money. There were dolls, balls, books and games.

Susan said, "I'm going to buy a beach ball and a counting

game. t'

Mary said, "I'11 get the same but I'Il- buy a reading

game instead. "

In the story, the word same'means

6. Linda and Colleen borrowed their mother's necklace and

purse to play with. After they had ptayed with them for

a long time, they started to clean up.

,'oh no, I cantt see the necklace anywherer" cried Linda.

"Don't worry. we'11 find it before mother gets homer"

said Colleen.

"Yes, but supposing not. vühat will mother say?" cried

Linda again.

In the story, the word not means
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7 " The grade four children wanted to get their teacher

a present. They collected the money and then three of them

agreed to meet at the store on Saturday morning-

On Saturday, only two of the children were at the store.

Sam had the money and he wasn't there yet-

Jim said, "Don't worry. Sam wilt be here if he said

so. tl

In the story' the word so means

B. Soon it would be Jeff's

to plan a big party for him.

to do and it would take time

wanted the partY to be great

hurry.

In the storlr the word done means

birthday. His friend Tom wanted

There was a lot of Planning

to decide on everYthing. Tom

so it couidn't be done in a



9. Peter went to see

he saw a big lion and

proudly on a log while

7B

at the city zoo. There

The old tiger was standing

one was sleeping quietlY"

the animals

two tigers.

the other

In the storY, the word one means
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APPENDIX B

SCORING SHEET



BO

Name

Responses on passages not P

Abilit.y Level

ermiLtinq referral (UnavailabIe)

Nominal VerbaI ClausaI

21 3

6.

7

5

9.

4

B.

Score
( Unavailable

2

4

B

1

5

9

Responses on passages allowing referral (Available)

3

6.

7

Nominal Score Verbal Score Clausal Score

Score
(Available )

Total Score on the TCAS
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INTERVTEW QUESTTONS

Some or all of the following questions were askeil

each student upon completion of the Test of C ehension

of Anaphoric Substitutions. The number of questions asked

any one.individual depended upon their performance and/ot

their answers to previous questions. Occassionally' a

student's response required further probing or questioning-

Therefore additional questions, that are not recorded

below, \^rere sometimes necessary in order to gain information

regardíng childrenrs comprehension of anaphoric substitutions.

Question #1: Did you think this test was easy or

difficult? why?

Question #22 How weII do you think you did on this

test? Why?

Question #3: Did you find it easier to answer the

questions when you were allowed to look back at the story?

Question #4: How did looking back at the stories

help you answer the questions? and/ot Explain to me,

how you \^rere able to find answers in the stories?

Question #5: Why did you not look back or re-read

the story t,o help you ans\^ier a qr.lestion?
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SUMMARY OE. INTERVIEW COMMENTS
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SUMMARY OF INTERVTEW COMMENTS

All student answers to the interview questions were

recorded and organized into a sunmary- The following

summary categorizes the responses according to the three

reading.ability groups. Wit.hin each group' many students

hrere found to have similar responses although their exact

words were not the same. These responses were then combined

and categorized wherever possible-

Question #1: Did vou think this test was easv or

difficult? ( 45 responses )

The responses of the below average reading group

revealed that:

7 subjects found the TCAS easy

6 subjects found the TCAS difficult' and

2 subjects r¡¡ere non-conmittal or unsure (neither

difficult nor easy).

The responses of the average reading group revealed

that:
4 subjects found the TCAS easy

6 subjects found the TCAS difficult' and

5 subjects were non-committal or unsure (neither

easy nor difficult).

The responses of the above average reading group

revealed that:

3 subjects thought the TCAS was easy

7 subjects thought the TCAS was difficult, and

5 subjects were non-conmittal or unsure (neither
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difficult nor easy).

Questj.on #22 How weII do you think you did on this

test? ( 45 responses )

The responses of the below average reading group

indícated that:

7 subjects thought they had done well-

I subject thought his performance I{Ias

not very good, and

7 subjects thought they had performed

TCAS.

The responses of the average reading

on the TCAS

adequate but

poorly on the

group indicated

that:

6 subjects thought

3 subjects thought

6 subjects thought

they had done well

their performances

they had performed

on the TCAS

\^7ere adequate, and

poorly on the

TCAS.

The responses of the above average reading group

indicated that:

4 subjects thought

5 subjects thought

6 subjects thought

TCAS.

Question #3: Did

they had done weII

their performances were adequate, and

they had performed poorly on the

you find it easier to answer the

estions when u were allowed to look back at the sto

( 45 responses )

The responses of the below average group showed that:

2 subjects thought that it was easier to answer when
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the passage was available

B subjects thought the available passages did not

make answering any easier, and

4 subjects were non-committal ( "sometimes it helped

and sometimes it didn't").

The responses of the average group showed that:

5 subjects thought the availability of the passage

made answering easier

5 subjects thought that the available passages did

not make answering any easier, and

5 subjects were nón-committal ("it didnrt always

help but sometimes it did" ).

The responses of the above average group showed that:

10 subjects thought the availability of the passages

made answering easier

2 thought that the available passage did not make

answering easier, and

3 subjects were non-committal.

Question #4: How did lookinq back at the stories

help vou ansv/er the ouestions? and/or Explaín to me,

how vou were able to find answers in the stories? (29 responses )

(students that had referred to the passages for assist-

ance in answering were asked this question- Generally

Speaking these Students had anSwered "yes" Or "sometimes"

to question #3 ) .

In the below average reading group:

5 of the subjects were unable to respond to this
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question ("I don't know"), and

I subject said that he "just found the answer in

the story." (6 responses)

In the average reading group:

5 of the subjects \^¡ere unabl-e to answer although

2 of them did try but could not come up with an

explanation

2 of the subjects indicated that they understood

the whole story better after reading it. a second

time and hence they were able to answer to the

comprehension question. No real explanation was

given.

l subject said "I canrt remember how I got the ans\^¡er

but it was in the story. ", and

2 subjects indicated that reading the passage did

not help them yet both had earlier indicated that

questions from available passages were easier to

answer. (I0 responses)

The students in the above average reading group were
:

very careful and did not answer this question too quickly.

After thinking about the question most students indicated

that various questions were easier to answer after re-reading

than other questions. They also stated that re-reading

did not help in all cases and that they found the answers

by different methods.

Of the subjects that indicated the questions from

the available passag'es r,rrere easier to answer than questions
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f rom unavailable passag:es:

2 subjects stated they knew the answer \^ras "back

in the story" but they couldn't find it.

3 subjects said that they frequently found the answer

" just before the word" in the question indicating

that they thought the answer to the substitution

came just before the substitution in the passage

3 subjects indicated that re-reading helped them

remember the answer

1 subject indicated that he looked for another word

in the story to "take the place of" the substitution, and

I subject indicated that she looked for a noun in

close proximity to the substitution.

Of the 3 subjects in the above average group that

were non-conrmittal in answering question #3:

2 subjects indicated that lhey knew they should be

able to find the ans\^¡er in the story but that it

wasntt always.there, and

I subject said that skre looked for "the rnain idea"

to answer the question. (13 responses)

Question #5: Why did you not look back or re-read

the story to help you answer a question? (25 responses )

In the below average reading group, L4 students were

observed as not using the available passage for assistance

and were prompted to do so. Of these students:

6 subjects indicated that they already knew the answer

and therefore had no need to look back
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2 subjects were unable to respond, and

6 subjects said that looking back did not help therefore

they stopped re-reading the passages. (14 responses)

Of the 10 students in the average reading group who

\^/ere hesitant to use the passagres for assistance:

2 subjects lndicated that re-reading the passage

rarely helped

3 subjects indicated that the questions were too

diffícult. so they did not bother to re-read unless

asked to do sor and

5 subjects !ìrere unable to answer and typically shrugged

and said "I don't kno\¡r." (10 responses)

In the above average reading group only one student

did not use the available passages for referral and he

stated that he did. not understand the questions. He thought

the test was too d.ifficult. (f response)




